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From West Bev to college and beyond, the 90210 actors and their characters reached some seriously high jinks. How much do you know about the classic teen soap that's now rebooting? Since Alia Hoyt Schoolhouse Rock was never just a cartoon. He taught the children of the 70s and 80s about
everything from American history and multiplication to grammar and science without really knowing it. By Danny Bonvissuto Paris Hilton is one of the most iconic stars of the early 2000s. The reality star and fashion icon has been everywhere for years and was a regular fixture on red carpets and at
various awards shows. Although she had her critics (especially those who accused her of being famous for no reason) Hilton has soldiered on, becoming a very rich woman. Recently, Hilton shocked both her fans and critics when she announced a new documentary film, one that reveals some really
sordid details about her past. Paris Hilton | Morgan Lieberman/Getty Images How did Paris Hilton become famous? Paris Hilton was born in 1981 and is heir to the famous Hilton Hotel chain. Raised in the arms of luxury, surrounded by fame and privilege, Hilton enjoyed the best of all as a child. Hilton first
entered the media spotlight as a young kid, modeling for magazines and clothing brands alike. In the early 2000s, Hilton became a global superstar, and the 2003 release of her infamous sex tape only served to solidify her status as a tabloid fixture. That same year, Hilton starred in the reality TV series
The Simple Life with her friend Nicole Richie. By the time the series ended in 2007, Hilton had launched several brands of her own, including perfumes, clothes, accessories, and even an album. Even after the climax of her fame had diminished, Hilton managed to stay in the spotlight by constantly
reinventing herself, releasing new projects and businesses, while all remaining true to the personality she created - that of a celebutante who loves nothing more than a lavish lifestyle. Paris Hilton claims she was abused as a teenager ABOUT: Paris Hilton's biggest Splurge is a $320,000 Dog House for
her fangs During quarantine, Paris Hilton stayed connected with her followers through a number of different channels - regularly posting on social media and uploading a series of YouTube videos. Recently, however, Hilton shocked her fan base by announcing a stunning new documentary. This is Paris is
a YouTube Originals documentary that set to debut on Hilton's YouTube channel on September 14, and claims to show Hilton's true self. In the film's trailer, Hilton reveals that she's used to always portraying a character and that the truth of her personality is much darker. In the trailer, Hilton appears at her
most vulnerable, crying and upset, in a way that fans have never really seen her before. The documentary will a whole new side of Hilton, and discuss her claims that she was abused at boarding school when she was only a teenager. Hilton has since revealed that the abuse has left her with issues of
trust, anxiety, and the need to create a public figure to mask her true identity, reports USA Today. Paris Hilton created an image in order to deal with her trauma In a recent interview before the documentary's release, Paris Hilton admitted that she created her celebutante persona for a reason, according to
Yahoo. Hilton revealed that after she left boarding school where she was abused, she created her public personality as a coping device. I was so grateful to be out there, I didn't want to think about it. I just wanted to live my life. Going out and partying was numb pain. With the voice, the clothes, I actually
created the whole character. I wanted to hide who I really was. Because when you're constantly abused and abused, they'll probably call you Hilton's March appearance on The Talk was revealing, too: the former reality star said she filmed the YouTube documentary over the course of a year and that she
found the whole experience to be therapeutic, admitting that she learned a lot about herself. Eventually, Hilton hopes to use her experience to help others. Her path to enlightenment may have been unconventional, but for many, Paris Hilton has become a real inspiration. Unfortunately, people go from
pricing without realizing lousy customer service increases the price sharply as your time becomes violated. 1) I subscribed to an internet and TV bundle. It was promised my second TV would be free through their app which I could download to my Roku device. Turns out that's not true. He was then told
second TV required another box of them at $120! 2) Charged $10 more for my package than agreed. Went around and around with customer service and got nowhere. They told me that's the way it is. I decided to cancel after spending hours waiting just to get reps in the wrong section and no help.3) I
canceled and went with Hulu. Best move I could have made because I have customer service so I don't spend hundreds of dollars of my time wasting on customer service. So the real price isn't really what it says about the bill. It's a function of how much time and deterioration that happens with your
service.4) But wait I said it was canceled? With AT&amp;T, it's never over. My account was never reset and the installation fee is refunded. A week after I canceled with the conservation department, I was told I didn't. I canceled. Maybe that was a figment of my imagination? So I cancelled it a second time
and this time I got an email cancellation and refund of my TV installation fees. I was told by a dealer previously the fee was for the Internet and not television. I mentioned a lot of the fabrics just make answers to get picked up by phone?5) But wait I said it was cancelled? Never say never. More than three
weeks after I returned my box and two weeks after they received it they sent me an email stating that they did not receive the box and would charge my credit card $120.00. I invite them and speak to three departments, including the Presidents Office. Despite providing the confirmation number to be
investigated so a month after the cancellation the matter has not yet been closed. 6) So when you read the reviews of the services and prices offered take that with a grain of salt. If you're not poor pricing doesn't matter. Your time, energy and logic do it. If you insist on registering despite being warned to
be careful to record all transactions, conversations and save receipts! You're going to need it. The travel industry continues to shake as the world struggles to recover from the pandemic and subsequent global financial crisis. If you're an investor in Walt Disney (NYSE: DIS) or Hilton (NYSE: HLT), room
service probably feels more like fate service these days. Both companies reported brutal financial results last week, with red ink on the bottom line and steep double-digit dives on the top line. Disney and Hilton even suspended their dividend distributions earlier this year, an indication that the new normal
isn't going to be easy for either bellwether travel. Given lackluster's recent performance, it's not a surprise to see both shares trading their lowest year to date. Disney is down 9% in 2020; Hilton is checking in with a painful 22% drop. It may be hard to get excited about either investing in this climate, but
these are still iconic travel brands that could bounce back sooner than you might think. With Disney and Hilton both expected to return to profitability later this year, let's take a closer look to see which depressed stock is the best market right now. Picture source: Disney. Hilton's grief suite is a global
hospitality giant. It monitors an empire of 6,200 properties with more than 983,000 rooms in 118 different countries. It owns some of its hotels, but the majority are either just managed by Hilton or franchised in 18 different accommodation brands. With Covid-19 a global concern, the second quarter was a
disaster. Revenue slumped 77% for the period. Revenue per available room (or RevPAR) is a popular metric for the size of a hotelier's health because it takes into account occupancy levels and average daily prices. RevPAR for Hilton 81% for the quarter. Hilton had reopened 96% of its hotels by the end
of last month. And that's great, but that doesn't mean they had to blow up the sign of No Vacancy. The occupancy rate throughout the second quarter was a dismal 22%. There are differences between brands. Hilton's most luxurious brand is the Waldorf Astoria, and it brings the back with 6.6% 6.6% with
many of its locations closed for the quarter. At the high end we have the extensive stay of Home2 Suites by Hilton and Homewood Suites concepts with better than 40% occupancy, and this also makes sense as the concept of extended accommodation is not a magnet for tourism or corporate travel. 
Disney vortex Disney is a relative winner here with its revenue falling only 42% in last week's quarterly report, but it's not as if its travel-related business is doing any better than Hilton these days. Disney's theme park segment (summed up along with consumer products and other experiences) was 85%
below where it was a year earlier. With Disney World and Disneyland closed for the entire three-month period, it's no surprise that consumer products are doing the heavy lifting. Disney World in Florida opened in mid-July, two weeks after the end of the quarter.    Disney is still the best market here.
Theme parks will be slow to come around, and multiplex audiences are not likely to appear in Disney theatrical releases the way they used to for some time. But the part of Disney's media networks was a stabilizing force. With consumers spending so much time at home, it helps ABC, the Disney Channel,
and the majority-owned ESPN stay relevant. Disney+ has been a runaway success since launching just nine months ago.  Both companies checked with huge losses reported, but Disney was able to surprise the market with a small profit on an adjusted basis. Red ink shouldn't last long for neither
company. Analysts see Hilton returning to profitability for the current quarter, and Disney after a quarter later. It would be a shock if payments don't return until early next year, even if dividend yields have never been so impressive for neither company. Capital appreciation has always been the star
attraction for Disney and Hilton, and with the travel industry probably facing a long-term recovery, Disney is the safest and best market. Market.
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